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About the Project I

Name: “CIC CLI Virtual Modernization 
Project”
Mission: Develop a simple tool that allows 
both expert and non-expert users to search 
early modern English texts using modern 
spellings only 
Basic Strategy: Use modern English 
keywords that automatically invoke all early-
modern spelling variants

Legend
CIC: Committee on Institutional Cooperation, a consortium of Big Ten universities & U. of Chicago
CLI: the CIC Center for Library Initiatives



About the Project II

Current Virt-Mod Participants: All 13 CIC members 
plus Chadwyck-Healey
Principal Investigator: Prof. Martin Mueller, 
Northwestern University
Budget: Year 1: $49,000; Year 2: $25,000
Project Duration: January 1, 2006–December 31, 
2007. Thereafter release into public domain.
Currently Active Sites: 

Northwestern University: 
http://panini.northwestern.edu/philologic/shakespearesources.html
University of Chicago: 
http://www.lib.uchicago.edu/efts/EEBO/search.html

http://panini.northwestern.edu/philologic/shakespearesources.html
http://www.lib.uchicago.edu/efts/EEBO/search.html


About the Project III

Martin Mueller’s introduction to the project in the Winter 2006 
issue of the Text Creation Partnership Newsletter, p. 2-3

http://www.lib.umich.edu/tcp/eebo/News/Newsletter-01-06.pdf


The Nature of the Problem for Which Virtual 
Modernization is An Answer

[London?] : Imprynted by 
me Rycharde Pynson
..., [1520] 

http://ets.umdl.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/text-idx?c=eebo;cc=eebo;type=simple;rgn=full text;q1=martir saynte thomas;firstpubl1=1470;firstpubl2=1700;view=reslist;subview=detail;sort=occur;start=1;size=25;didno=A13668.0001.001
http://ets.umdl.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/text-idx?c=eebo;cc=eebo;type=simple;rgn=full text;q1=martir saynte thomas;firstpubl1=1470;firstpubl2=1700;view=reslist;subview=detail;sort=occur;start=1;size=25;didno=A13668.0001.001
http://ets.umdl.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/text-idx?c=eebo;cc=eebo;type=simple;rgn=full text;q1=martir saynte thomas;firstpubl1=1470;firstpubl2=1700;view=reslist;subview=detail;sort=occur;start=1;size=25;didno=A13668.0001.001


Existing Strategies I:
The TCP Word Index

EEBO-TCP 
currently 
uses a 
word index 
for users to 
assemble 
their own 
list of 
spelling 
variants

http://ets.umdl.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/ww2-idx?c=eebo;page=wwstart;tips=


Existing Strategies I:
The TCP Word Index

This strategy can overlook non-adjacent 
spelling variants, some of which can be 
significant:



A Note about 
Chadwyck-Healey Databases 

Chadwyck-Healey is still the principal supplier of 
tagged full-text versions of early modern English texts

English Poetry Database
English Drama (3,900 Plays) – late 13th c. to early 20th

Early English Prose Fiction – from 1500 to 1700
. . . numerous others

Like EEBO-TCP, Chadwyck-Healey uses an 
alphabetical word index to allow users to construct 
their own lemmatized search groups
Demonstration:

http://ets.umdl.umich.edu/e/epd/epd-auth.html


A Note about 
Chadwyck-Healey Databases

http://collections.chadwyck.com/gotoSearchTexts.do?initialise=drama&listType=Drama


Existing Strategies II:
Gale’s “Fuzzy Searching”

http://galenet.galegroup.com.turing.library.northwestern.edu/servlet/ECCO?locID=northwestern&srchtp=a&ste=2


Existing Strategies II:
Gale’s “Fuzzy Searching”



Strategy III: Gather All Spelling 
Variants Once and For All

Over the last year, an army of underpaid NU English 
students has gathered over 350,000 variant spellings 
from ca. 8,500 EEBO-TCP texts and assigned them to 
modern-English headwords.
The goal is 500,000 spellings by September 1.
The 350,000 spellings gathered thus far account for 
98% of all word occurrences in EEBO-TCP and 96.5% 
in Chadwyck-Healey databases.
Contextual note: There are 2.5 million distinct spellings 
in the EEBO-TCP database with 400 million word 
occurrences.



Example: “saint”

Occurs in 8,500 EEBO-TCP texts in this exact 
spelling 82,579 times.

Twelve additional spelling variants have been 
identified for a total of 106,725 occurrences. 

As a lemma, “saint” covers a total of 32 forms 
with 193,527 individual occurrences. 



What Different Search Types Actually 
Search For

saint (“original,” i.e. search this literal spelling)
saint

saint (“modern,” i.e. search by modern headword)
sainct | saincte | saint | sainte | sait | saite | saynct | 
sayncte | saynt | saynte | sayntte | sayt | seynt

saint (“lemma,” i.e. search all forms, including plural, 
gerunds, etc., though not adj. or adv. derivatives)

sainct | saincte | saincted | sainctes | saincts | saint | 
sainted | saintes | sainteth | sainting | saints | sait | 
saite | saynct | sayncte | saynctes | sayncts | saynt | 
saynte | saynted | sayntes | saynting | saynts | sayntte | 
sayt | seint | seints | seit | seynt | seyntes | seynts | seyt



When the Sayntes Go Marching In 



Complex Searches

“Search all texts for 
phrases with any 
form of the word 
‘saint’ followed 
within five words by 
any form of the word 
‘sinner’.”



Yet to come . . .
150,000 new spellings added by September 2006, 
bringing total spelling variants to 500,000
POS (part of speech) tagging or a different 
disambiguation routine for homonyms, e.g. “grene”
(color) vs. “grene” (grain)
Better treatment of Latin, French, and other foreign-
language words and passages
Application of virtual modernization to early modern 
foreign-language corpora, e.g. Chadwyck-Healey’s 
German collections
More answers to the question: What questions is Virtual 
Modernization the answer to?
Promotion/demonstration projects outside English 
departments



New Members are Welcome

The CIC CLI Virtual Modernization Project will accept 
associate members from outside the CIC for balance 
of two-year pilot period.
Benefits:

Access to all Virt-Mod enabled sites
Opportunity to co-develop Virt-Mod
Participation in Virt-Mod listserv
Help with in-house Virt-Mod implementations

One-time Cost: $1,500
Remember: Virtual Modernization becomes open 
access in January 2008!



Questions?

Jeff Garrett
Northwestern University Library
Evanston, IL 60208

Email: jgarrett@northwestern.edu
Phone: 847-467-5675

mailto:jgarrett@northwestern.edu
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